Hierarchical Self-Organization of Perylene Bisimides into Supramolecular Spheres and Periodic Arrays Thereof.
Perylene bisimide derivatives (PBIs) are known to form only columnar or lamellar assemblies. There is no known example of a PBI self-assembling into a supramolecular sphere. Therefore, periodic and quasiperiodic arrays generated from spherical assemblies produced from PBIs are also not known. Here, a PBI functionalized at its imide groups with a second generation self-assembling dendron is reported to self-assemble into supramolecular spheres. These spheres self-organize in a body-centered cubic (BCC) periodic array, rarely encountered for self-assembling dendrons but often encountered in block copolymers. These supramolecular spheres also assemble into a columnar hexagonal array in which the supramolecular columns are unexpectedly and unprecedentedly made from spheres. At lower temperature, two additional columnar hexagonal phases consisting of symmetric and asymmetric tetrameric crowns of PBI are observed. Structural and retrostructural analysis via X-ray diffraction (XRD), molecular modeling, molecular simulation, and solid state NMR suggests that inversion of the symmetric tetrameric crowns at high temperature mediates their transformation into supramolecular spheres. The tetrameric crowns of PBIs are able to form an isotropic sphere in the cubic phase due to rapid molecular motion at high temperature, unobservable by XRD but demonstrated by solid state NMR studies. This mechanism of hierarchical self-organization of PBI into supramolecular spheres is most probably general and can be applied to other related planar molecules to generate new functions.